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Droplet evaporation might have great impact on fundamental spray combustion processes such as
ignition, flame propagation, and extinction. In this study, we adopt and analyze a simplified model for
spherical spray flame initiation and propagation in an overall fuel-rich or fuel-lean pre-mixture contain-
ing fuel droplet with finite-rate evaporation, fuel vapor, and air. We consider the limit of small droplets
such that the medium can be considered as a continuum and adopt the sectional approach to model
poly-disperse spray. Moreover, the thermal-diffusive model with constant density is employed and the
spherical flame is assumed to propagate in a quasi-steady state. Under these assumptions, analytical
correlations describing the change of flame propagation speed with flame radius are derived for the
premixed spherical spray flame. The initial droplet load, vaporization Damköhler number, Lewis number,
and ignition power are included in these correlations. Based on these correlations, spherical spray flame
initiation and propagation are investigated with the emphasis on assessing the impact of droplet evapo-
ration at different Lewis numbers. It is found that the spray flame propagation speed, Markstein length,
and minimum ignition power are affected in different ways by the initial droplet load and vaporization
Damköhler number and that the influence depends on Lewis number. Moreover, the influence of droplet
evaporation on the fuel-lean case is greatly different from that on the fuel-rich case. This is mainly due to
the facts that the fuel-rich spherical spray flame is affected by droplet evaporation only through latent
heat of vaporization absorbed in the pre-flame and post-flame zones; while the fuel-lean spherical spray
flame is affected by droplet evaporation through (1) latent heat of vaporization absorbed in the pre-flame
and post-flame zones and (2) change in local effective equivalence ratio. For hydrocarbon fuels with large
Lewis number, the lean spray flame is much more difficult to be ignited compare to the equivalent purely
gaseous flame.

� 2015 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Relight during flight is one of the most important problems in
jet-engine and it becomes even more critical in the oxygen/fuel
deficiency and the presence of liquid fuel or water droplets.
Droplet evaporation might have great impact on ignition and flame
propagation processes. The realistic systems contain poly-disperse
sprays and turbulent flows, for which investigation on spray flame
initiation and propagation processes can be undertaken only by
numerical simulation. Unfortunately, numerical simulation is
usually limited to specific fuel and conditions, and hence the
conclusions are lack of generality. To get a general understanding
of spray combustion, here we conduct theoretical analysis on a
deliberately simplified model for spherical spray flame initiation
and propagation. Since the spark ignition process can be approxi-
mately modeled as spherical flame initiation and propagation,
the spherical spray flame initiation and propagation can be used
to assess the effects of droplet evaporation on fundamental spray
combustion processes.

In the literature there are many studies on spray flame
propagation. Continillo and Sirignano [1,2] first numerically exam-
ined the spherical flame propagation in a fuel spray mixture and
found that multiple flames occur in spray combustion. Chiu and
Lin [3] investigated the transient poly-disperse fuel droplet cluster
combustion. Lin et al. [4,5] analyzed steady-state propagation of
one-dimensional mono-disperse spray flames in off-stoichiometric
mixtures. Kalma and coworkers [6,7] reported the time evolution
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Nomenclature

A pre-factor of reaction
C sectional vaporization coefficient
CP specific heat at constant pressure
D Fick diffusion coefficient
Da vaporization Damköhler number
E evaporation-related integral (see Eq. (29))
F gaseous fuel
fi amount of evaporation (i = 1, 2, 3)
H Heaviside function
I1, I2 integral function (see Eq. (28))
K flame stretch rate
L Markstein length
lad
0 flame thickness of an adiabatic planar flame

Le Lewis number
O oxygen
Q ignition power
qc reaction heat-release per unit mass of the deficient reac-

tant
qv latent heat of vaporization
R0 universal gas constant
Rf flame radius
Rv front of onset vaporization
S0

ad laminar flame speed of an adiabatic planar flame
T temperature
T0

ad flame temperature of an adiabatic planar flame
Tv reference temperature (close to the boiling tempera-

ture)
t, r temporal and spatial coordinates
U flame propagation speed
Z Zel’dovich number

Greek letters
a parameter used to distinguish the fuel rich (a=0) and

fuel-lean (a=1) cases
d initial droplet load
g moving coordinate attached to the propagating flame front
gv location of the front of onset vaporization in the moving

coordinate
k heat conductivity of the mixture
m molar stoichiometric coefficient
q density of the mixture
r thermal expansion ratio
xc chemical reaction rate
xv finite evaporation rate
- droplet-burning-related sink term (see Eq, (9))
DM thicknesses for mass diffusion
DT thicknesses for temperature diffusion

Superscripts
� dimensional quantity
0 at zero stretch rate

Subscripts
c critical quantity
d corresponding to the liquid fuel (droplet)
F corresponding to the gaseous fuel
f at the flame front
O corresponding to the oxygen
u quantity in the fresh mixture
v at the front of onset vaporization
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of spherical propagating poly-disperse spray flames using the
sectional approach [8]. Bradley et al. [9] experimentally assessed
the mass burning velocities, entrainment velocities and flame
instabilities of the aerosols using the propagating spherical flame.
Greenberg and coworkers [8,10–17] systematically analyzed the
propagation of planar and spherical spray flames using slowly
varying flame (SVF) approach. Specifically, stoichiometry and
poly-disperse effects were examined and a heterogeneous-
dominated burning velocity formula were reported in [8,10]; the
combined effects of heat loss induced by droplet evaporation and
radiation on the extinction of fuel-rich spherical spray flame were
addressed in [12]; the effects of finite-rate evaporation and droplet
drag on fuel-rich flame propagation were assessed in [14]; the
influence of stretch rate on poly-disperse spherical spray flames
was investigated for the first time in [17]. In these studies, droplet
evaporation was found to strongly affect flame propagation.
However, highly stretched spray flames with small flame radius
were not considered in these studies and thereby the ignition
kernel development after spark was not investigated. To the
authors’ knowledge, in the literature there are few theoretical
studies on the ignition of spray flames especially for the fuel-lean
case. Therefore, spray flame initiation for both fuel-rich and
fuel-lean cases will be explored in this study.

Lefebvre and coworkers [18–20] conducted a series of experi-
mental and numerical studies on spark ignition of heterogeneous
mixtures. When a kerosene-air mixture was ignited by spark, the
minimum ignition power was found to be affected by fuel volatility
and initial droplet load. Ballal and Lefebvre [19] showed that under
certain conditions the spray flame initiation process is vaporiza-
tion-dominated rather than kinetically-dominated. Aggarwal and
coworkers [21–23] numerically studied the effects of the initial
droplet size, equivalence ratio, and fuel volatility on spray flames.
A comprehensive review of previous numerical studies on spray
ignition phenomena was conducted by Aggarwal [24]. More
recently, Neophytou and Mastorakos [25] have numerically
studied one-dimensional planar flame propagation in sprays of
n-heptane and n-decane with detailed chemistry and transport. It
is found that the maximum speed is achieved with small droplet
diameter and long residence time under fuel-lean conditions.
Neophytou [26] gave a literature review on ignition and flame
propagation in sprays and conducted direct numerical simulations
of combustion in laminar and turbulent sprays. Though many
numerical studies were conducted in the literature, the effects of
initial droplet load, finite-rate evaporation, and Lewis number on
spray flame initiation are still not well understood.

The present work aims to develop a simplified theoretical
description of spherical spray flame initiation and propagation
and to assess the effects of droplet evaporation for both fuel-rich
and fuel-lean cases. The focus is on examining how the spherical
flame propagation speed, Markstein length, and minimum ignition
power are affected by the initial droplet load and vaporization
Damköhler number at different Lewis numbers. It is noted that
many assumptions are made in theoretical analysis and thereby
qualitative instead of quantitative information can be provided.
Nevertheless, the theoretical analysis on ignition and propagation
of spray flames will be helpful to understand the underlying
mechanisms and to give physical insight into the relight
problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The mathematical
model and analytical solution are introduced in the next section. In
Section 3, the propagating spherical spray flame without and with
ignition power deposition at the center are analyzed for both



Fig. 1. Configuration for premixed spherical spray flame with finite-rate droplet
evaporation. Adapted from [9,14].
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fuel-rich and fuel-lean cases. Finally, the conclusions are summa-
rized in Section 4.

2. Theoretical analysis

2.1. Mathematical model

We consider a simplified model for one-dimensional spherical
spray flame initiation and propagation in an unconfined domain
containing fuel droplet, fuel vapor, and air. A self-sustained
outwardly propagating spherical flame can be established through
successful ignition at the center. As discussed in [8,10,25,27] and
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the flame structure consists of a pre-
vaporization zone (in which droplet evaporation is assumed to
be negligible), a pre-flame zone (in which finite-rate vaporization
occurs), a thin reaction zone (which is considered as a reaction
sheet at large-activation energy) and a post-flame zone. The front

of onset of vaporization is located at the radius of eRv and the flame

front is at eRf . The equivalence ratio can be defined in different ways
since both fuel vapor and droplets exist. In this study, fuel-rich and
fuel-lean refer to the equivalence ratio based on total fuel
concentration composed of both fuel vapor and droplet; while
the effective equivalence ratio is based on only the fuel vapor
concentration. For the fuel-rich case with local effective equiva-
lence ratio at the flame front above unity, oxygen is completely
consumed. In this case, the droplets that traverse the flame front
will enter an oxygen-depleted zone and they will continue to
vaporize in the post-flame zone without droplet burning (see
Fig. 1). For the fuel-lean case, the local effective equivalence ratio
at the flame front is always below unity and therefore the droplets,
after being ignited while traversing through the main flame zone,
will first vaporize and then instantly burn individually or in cluster
in the so-called heterogeneous combustion mode [8,28] in the
post-flame zone. Accordingly, for the fuel-rich case, gaseous fuel
supply due to droplet evaporation occurs in the both pre-flame
and post-flame zones while for the fuel-lean case, gaseous fuel
supply due to droplet evaporation only occurs in the pre-flame
zone. It is noted that for the fuel-rich case, the effective
equivalence ratio might be less than unity due to insufficient fuel
vapor provided by the slowly droplet evaporation. This case and
near-stoichiometry cases are not considered here.

The main assumptions for the present model are described
below. A global, irreversible, one-step reaction described by the
Arrhenius law is employed:

mF Fþ mOO! products ð1Þ
Fig. 2. Schematic of different zones and temperature and mass fraction distributions in
where F and O represent the fuel and oxygen, respectively, and mi

(i = F, O) the corresponding stoichiometric coefficients. Similar to
previous theoretical studies (e.g. [12,14,29]), we consider the limit
of small droplets such that the medium can be considered as a
continuum composed of three species: air, gaseous fuel, and liquid
fuel. The droplets are viewed from a far-filed vantage point (i.e., in
the dilute spray region) and are considered to be dilute (i.e., its
volume fraction is relatively small). Therefore, the viscosity of the
liquid and interactions among the droplets are negligible and
dynamic adjustment to equilibrium with their surroundings is
instantaneous and their average velocity is close to that of their host
environment. This simplification was validated and popularly used
in previous studies [6,10,14,19,20,28,30–34]. Meanwhile, it is
expected immediate adjustment of the spray’s droplets to the
temperature of their environment since the thermal conductivity
of the liquid phase is much greater than that of the host gas phase
[13–15]. Therefore, the droplets are assumed to have the same
velocity and temperature as the host gas. Nevertheless, this is a
limitation of theoretical analysis compared to detailed simulation
which can include the heat transfer between droplet and gas phase.
It is noted that the spray flame configuration considered in this
paper is different from the internal group combustion mode
discussed by Chiu and coworkers [3]: the former mainly describes
a premixed spherical spray flame for fuel-rich (a = 0) and fuel-lean (a = 1) cases.
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dilute spray combustion with a dominant premixed propagation
flame while the latter is for dense spray combustion with a
dominant diffusion flame.

Furthermore, the transport properties will be supposed to be
determined primarily by the properties of the gaseous species
[14,28]. This follows from the implicit assumption that the liquid
fuel volume fraction is sufficiently small. For the sake of simplicity,
this paper deals with the well-known diffusive-thermal model
[35], according to which the density and thermal and transport
properties are all assumed to be constant. In the diffusive-thermal
model, the gas motion induced by thermal-expansion is neglected.
Moreover, the gas motion due to droplet vaporization is also
neglected. We use the parameter a to distinguish the fuel-rich
(a = 0) and fuel-lean (a = 1) cases. Under these assumptions, the
governing equations for temperature and mass fractions of
different species are

Temperature : ~qeCP
@eT
@~t
¼ 1

~r2

@

@~r
~r2~k

@eT
@~r

 !
þ ~qc ~xc � ~qv ~xv þ a � ~qc ~-

ð2Þ

Oxygen : ~q
@eY O

@~t
¼ 1

~r2

@

@~r
~r2 ~qeDO

@eY O

@~r

 !
� ~xc ð3Þ

Gaseous fuel : ~q
@eY F

@~t
¼ 1

~r2

@

@~r
~r2 ~qeDF

@eY F

@~r

 !
� ~xc þ ~xv � a � ~- ð4Þ

Liquid fuel : ~q
@eY d

@~t
¼ � ~xv ð5Þ

where ~t and ~r are temporal and spatial coordinates, respectively, eY F

the mass fraction of gaseous fuel, eY O the mass fraction of oxygen,

and eY d the mass fraction of liquid fuel (droplet). The density, ~q, heat

capacity, eCP , heat conductivity of the mixture, ~k, molecular diffusiv-

ity of oxygen, eDO, and molecular diffusivity of gaseous fuel, eDF , are
all assumed to be constant in the diffusive-thermal model. The
parameters, ~qc and ~qv , denote the reaction heat-release per unit
mass of the deficient reactant (oxygen for fuel-rich case and fuel
for fuel-lean case) and the latent heat of vaporization per unit mass
of droplet fuel, respectively. Adiabatic flame propagation is consid-
ered and thereby radiative loss is not included in the present model.

For simplicity and without loss of generality, the chemical
reaction is assumed to be first order and only depend on the
deficient reactant [34,36–40]. Therefore, for fuel-rich case only
equations (2), (3) and (5) are considered while for fuel-lean case
only equations (2), (4) and (5) need to be solved. The chemical
reaction rate can be written as

exc ¼ eqeAeY a
F
eY 1�a

O expð�eE=eR0eT Þ ð6Þ

in which eA is the pre-factor, eE the activation energy, and eR0 the
universal gas constant.

The sectional approach modeling poly-disperse spray [10,31,32]
is adopted here. The details of its development have been copiously
recorded elsewhere [10,31,32] and the readers are referred to these
references for more information. In order to simply assess the
effects of primary spray parameters (vaporization rate and initial
droplet load), the concept of a quasi-mono-disperse spray [14]
(i.e., containing droplets of approximately the same size) is utilized
here, although a multi-sectional poly-disperse spray model can be
accommodated at the expense of algebraic complexity. Further-
more, the transient droplet heating and vaporization are not
considered in the present theoretical analysis. Under the above
assumptions, the finite evaporation rate, ~xv , can be written as [14]

~xv ¼ ~qeC eY dHðeT � eT vÞ ð7Þ
where H is the Heaviside function. eT v is the reference temperature
(close to the boiling temperature) beyond which the liquid fuel ini-

tially vaporizes. The sectional vaporization coefficient, eC , is [32,41]

eC ¼ 3p2

4

� �1=3

UðeT Þ 3
4
ðV4=3

H � V4=3
L Þ þ V4=3

L

� �
� ðV2

H � V2
L Þ
�1=2 ð8Þ

where VH and VL are the volume of the largest and smallest droplets

in the spray, respectively, and UðeT Þ is a temperature-dependent
coefficient of evaporation [41]. The latter may be determined based

on theoretical or experimental data. The expression for eC is based
on the d2-law for evaporation [32,41]. Reasonably accurate estima-
tion of droplet size and vaporization time does demonstrate the
validity of this expression, even under transient temperature condi-
tions [42–45]. Moreover, Labowsky [44] showed that the d2-law can
approximately predict the vaporization history in the initial period
of combustion and it can be significantly modified by the close
presence of neighboring droplets. In this study, dilute droplets with
relatively low droplet load is considered. Therefore, the effect of
close presence of neighboring droplets on vaporization is expected
not to be dominant and it is neglected in the present theoretical
analysis. Annamalzai and Ryan [45] further confirmed Labowsky’s

findings. The sectional vaporization coefficient, eC ; captures within
it information about the volatility of the liquid fuel and the size of
droplets in the spray [8,46]. Adopting d2-law in the mono-sectional
model of the spray leads to a constant averaged value of the
vaporization coefficients. Greenberg [14] showed that this simplifi-
cation does not affect the qualitative nature of the prediction.

In Eq. (4), the sink term ~- denotes the consumption of fuel
vapor due to droplet burning in the post-flame zone, which only
happens for the fuel-lean case (i.e. a = 1) and in the burned zone
(i.e. r < Rf). We assume the fuel vapor from droplet vaporization
is totally consumed by the surrounding spherical diffusion flame
during single droplet burning. This means that the fuel vaporiza-
tion source term is equal to the fuel vapor sink term due to the dif-
fusion flame. The source term and sink term cancel out and thereby
the droplet-related source term in Eq. (4) is zero (i.e. ~xv � a ~- ¼ 0)
in the post-flame zone. Therefore, the droplet-burning-related sink
term in Eq. (4) is

~- ¼ ~xvHðeRf � ~rÞ ð9Þ

The impact of external energy deposition on spherical spray
flame initiation and propagation is investigated. The ignition
power is provided as a heat flux at the center [37,47,48]:

� 4p~r2~k
@eT
@~r

 !
~r!0

¼ eQ ð10Þ

This is a limitation of theoretical analysis since practically the
ignition power deposition is a function of time and space. The
employment of such a steady-state energy deposition is for the
purpose to obtain analytical solution [37]. Nevertheless, as demon-
strated by transient numerical simulations [37,47–49], this simpli-
fication does not prevent the model from predicting qualitatively
correct results.

We introduce the following non-dimensional variables

u ¼
~u

~u0
ad

r ¼
~r

~l0
ad

t ¼
~t

~l0
ad=~u0

ad

YO ¼
eY OeY O;u

YF

¼
eY FeY F;u þ eY d;u

Yd ¼
eY deY F;u þ eY d;u

T ¼
eT � eT ueT 0
ad � eT u

ð11Þ

where eT u, eY O;u, eY F;u and eY d;u denote the temperature and mass
fractions in the fresh mixture, respectively. The total fuel mass frac-

tion (i.e., droplets and fuel vapor) is eY F;u þ eY d;u. The characteristic

speed ~u0
ad, characteristic length ~l0

ad ¼ ~k=ð~qeCP ~u0
adÞ; and characteristic
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temperature eT 0
ad ¼ eT u þ ~qcðeY F;u þ eY d;uÞ

aeY 1�a
O;u =

eCP , are the laminar
flame speed, flame thickness, and flame temperature of an adiabatic
planar flame without fuel droplets.

We can study spherical flame propagation in the coordinate
attached to the propagating flame front, Rf. In this moving coordi-
nate, g = r � Rf (t), the flame can be considered as in a quasi-steady
state (the validation of this quasi-steady assumption has been
demonstrated by transient numerical simulation for gaseous com-
bustion without droplets [37]). It is noted that there exists a thick
zone of vaporization, mixing, and reaction in flame propagating
through a purely fuel spray-air mixture, which was numerically
investigated by Continillo and Sirignano [1,2]. However, unlike
the case containing purely fuel spray and air [1,2], in the present
study the initial fuel contains not only dilute liquid fuel (small
droplets) but also gaseous fuel. Since the fraction of liquid fuel is
much less than that of the gaseous fuel (e.g. initial droplet load
of d = 0.2), homogeneous combustion is predominated and the
presence of droplets has relatively weak influence on the thickness
of the flame zone [8,14,25–28]. Therefore, quasi-steady assump-
tion is still suitable for the special case considered in the present
study. As a result, the non-dimensional governing equations
become

�U
dT
dg
¼ 1

ðgþ Rf Þ2
d

dg
ðgþ Rf Þ2

dT
dg

� �
þxc � qvxv þ a- ð12Þ

�U
dYO

dg
¼ Le�1

O

ðgþ Rf Þ2
d

dg
ðgþ Rf Þ2

dYO

dg

� �
�xc ð13Þ

�U
dYF

dg
¼ Le�1

F

ðgþ Rf Þ2
d

dg
ðgþ Rf Þ2

dYF

dg

� �
�xc þxv � a- ð14Þ

�U
dYd

dg
¼ �xv ð15Þ

where U = dRf(t)/dt is the non-dimensional flame propagation

speed. LeF ¼ ~k=ð~qeCP
eDFÞ and LeO ¼ ~k=ð~qeCP

eDOÞ are respectively the
Lewis numbers of fuel and oxygen.

The normalized reaction rate in Eqs. (12)–(14) is

xc ¼
Lea�1

O

2Lea
F

� Ya
F � Y

1�a
O � Z2 � exp

ZðT � 1Þ
rþ ð1� rÞT

� �
ð16Þ

where Z is the Zel’dovich number, r the thermal expansion ratio
(the density ratio between burned and unburned gases).

The normalized latent heat of vaporization and evaporation rate
are

qv ¼ ~qvðeY F;u þ eY d;uÞ
1�aeY a�1

O;u =~qc ð17Þ

xv ¼ DaYdHðT � TvÞ ð18Þ

Here Da ¼ eC~d0
f =

~S0
u is the vaporization Damköhler number, which is

the ratio between the characteristic time of flame and that of evap-
oration. In the mono-sectional spray model, Da increases with the
volatility of the fuel and decreases with the droplet size. Therefore,
faster vaporization occurs at larger Da.

The normalized droplet-burning-related sink term in Eq. (14) is

- ¼ xvHð�gÞ ð19Þ
2.2. Matching and boundary conditions

Figure 2 shows the distributions of different variables that need
to be considered. According to Fig. 2, the non-dimensional bound-
ary conditions are
g ¼ �Rf ; ðgþ Rf Þ2dT=dg ¼ �Q ; dYF=dg ¼ dYO=dg ¼ 0 ð20Þ

g!1; T ¼ 0; Yd ¼ d; YF ¼ 1� d; YO ¼ 1 ð21Þ

At the vaporization front, g = gv, T, YF, YO, and Yd satisfy the follow-
ing matching conditions

T ¼ Tv ; sYdt ¼ sYFt ¼ sYOt ¼ sTt ¼ sdYO=dgt ¼ sdYF=dgt

¼ sdT=dgt ¼ 0 ð22Þ

where the square brackets s � t denote the difference between the
variables on both sides of the vaporization front or reaction sheet;
gv = Rv � Rf denotes the location of the evaporation front where
temperature reaches the boiling point of the liquid fuel; d is the

initial droplet load defined as d ¼ eY d;u=ðeY F;u þ eY d;uÞ).
In the limit of large activation energy, chemical reaction occurs

only within a very thin zone of high temperature and at the flame
sheet (i.e., g = 0) the jump relations for the non-dimensional
temperature and mass fraction are given by [35,40,53]

T ¼ Tf ; Ya
F Y1�a

O ¼ sYdt ¼ 0 ð23Þ

� dT
dg

� �� �
¼ Lea�1

O

Lea
F

dðYa
F Y1�a

O Þ
dg

" #" #

¼ ½rþ ð1� rÞTf �2 exp
Z
2

Tf � 1
rþ ð1� rÞTf

� �
ð24Þ

where Tf is the flame temperature (which depends on the
concentration of the deficient reactant and other factors).

Equations (12)–(15) subject to boundary/matching conditions
in Eqs. (20)–(24) can be solved analytically. The results are
presented in the following subsection.

2.3. Analytical solution

For the fuel-rich case (a = 0), oxygen is completely consumed at
the flame front and only Eqs. (12), (13) and (15) are solved. For the
fuel-lean case (a = 1), fuel vapor is completely consumed at the
flame front and only Eqs. (12), (14) and (15) are solved. In the follow-
ing, we first present the analytical solutions for T, YO, and Yd in the
different zones (see Fig. 2). Then we derive the correlations which
can determine the front of onset of liquid fuel vaporization and
the spherical spray flame propagation speed as a function of flame
radius. The solutions are presented directly in the following and
the detailed derivation can be found in the Supplemental Document.

In the pre-vaporization zone (gv 6 g <1), we have:

YdðgÞ ¼ d ð25Þ

TðgÞ ¼ Tv � I1ðg;UÞ=I1ðgv ;UÞ ð26Þ

YOðgÞ ¼ 1� I1ðg;ULeOÞ=I1ð0;ULeOÞ ð27Þ

YFðgÞ ¼ 1� dþ ½d� 1þ LeFDad � I2ð0;ULeFÞ�
� I1ðg;ULeFÞ=I1ð0;ULeFÞ ð28Þ

where I1ðx;jÞ ¼ e�jRf
R1

x ðnþ Rf Þ�2e�jndn, and I2ðx;jÞ ¼ e�jRf
R gv

x

ðnþ Rf Þ�2e�jn � Eðj; n;gvÞdn. The evaporation-related integral,
E(x, j1, j2), is defined as

Eðx;j1;j2Þ ¼
Z j2

j1

fðnþ Rf Þ2 exp½xðnþ Rf Þ þ Daðn� gvÞ=U�gdn

ð29Þ
In the pre-flame zone (0 6 g < gv ), the solutions are:

YdðgÞ ¼ d exp½Daðg� gvÞ=U� ð30Þ

TðgÞ ¼ Tv � I1ðg;UÞ=I1ðgv ;UÞ þ qvDad � I2ðg;UÞ ð31Þ
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YOðgÞ ¼ 1� I1ðg;ULeOÞ=I1ð0;ULeOÞ ð32Þ

YFðgÞ ¼ 1� dþ ½d� 1þ LeF Dad � I2ð0;ULeFÞ�
� I1ðg;ULeFÞ=I1ð0;ULeFÞ � LeF DadI2ðg;ULeFÞ ð33Þ

In the post-flame zone (�Rf 6 g < 0), we have:

YdðgÞ ¼ d exp½Daðg� gvÞ=U� ð34Þ

TðgÞ ¼ Tf þ Q
Z 0

g
ðnþ Rf Þ�2e�UðnþRf Þdn� ðqv � aÞ

� Dad
Z 0

g
fðnþ Rf Þ�2e�UðnþRf Þ � EðU;�Rf ; nÞgdn ð35Þ

Ya
F ðgÞ � Y1�a

O ðgÞ ¼ 0 ð36Þ

Continuity of the temperature at flame front leads to the follow-
ing implicit expression to determine the front of onset of vaporiza-
tion (gv):

Tf ¼ Tv � I1ð0;UÞ=I1ðgv ;UÞ þ qvDad � I2ð0;UÞ ð37Þ

By using the jump relations in Eq. (24), one obtains the following
algebraic system for the fuel-rich case (a = 0):

Tf R�2
f e�URf =I1ð0;UÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

heat absorbed by gaseous fuel

� QR�2
f e�URf|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

heat provided by ignition energy

þ qvDadR�2
f e�URf ½EðU;�Rf ;gvÞ � I2ð0;UÞ=I1ð0;UÞ�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

heat absorbed for droplet evaporation

¼ Le�1
O R�2

f e�URf =I1ð0;ULeOÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
heat supplied by oxygen

¼ ½rþ ð1� rÞTf �2 expfZðTf � 1Þ=½2rþ 2ð1� rÞTf �g|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
heat producted by reaction

ð38Þ

and the following one for the fuel-lean case (a = 1):

Tf R
�2
f e�URf =I1ð0;UÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

heat absorbed by gaseous fuel

� QR�2
f e�URf|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

heat provided by ignition energy

� DadR�2
f e�URf EðU;�Rf ; 0Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

heat supplied by droplet burning

þ qvDadR�2
f e�URf ½EðU;�Rf ;gvÞ � I2ð0;UÞ=I1ð0;UÞ�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

heat absorbed for droplet evaporation

¼ ð1� dÞLe�1
F R�2

f e�ULeF Rf =I1ð0;ULeFÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
heat supplied by initial fuel vapor

þ DadR�2
f e�ULeF Rf ½EðULeF ; 0;gvÞ � I2ð0;ULeFÞ=I1ð0;ULeFÞ�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

heat supplied by fuel vapor from droplet evaporation

¼ ½rþ ð1� rÞTf �2 expfZðTf � 1Þ=½2rþ 2ð1� rÞTf �g|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
heat producted by reaction

ð39Þ

In order to better understand Eqs. (38) and (39), the physical mean-
ing of each term is identified. By numerically solving Eqs. (38) or
(39), we can obtain the flame propagation speed, U, and flame tem-
perature, Tf, as a function of flame radius, Rf, at any specified values
for Q, d, Da, and LeO or LeF. Therefore, the influence of initial droplet
load, d, and vaporization Damköhler number, Da, on spherical spray
flame ignition and propagation can be assessed at different values
of Lewis number and ignition power.

The present analysis can recover results for outwardly propa-
gating spherical flames and planar flames in different limits. The
detailed derivation is presented in the Supplementary Document.
In the limit of zero droplet load (i.e. d = 0), Eq. (39) reduces to pre-
vious results on purely gaseous spherical flame [37,49]. In the limit
of zero ignition power (i.e. Q = 0), the present result, Eq. (38),
reduces to Greenberg’s theory on freely propagating spherical
spray flame in the adiabatic and quasi-steady limit [12–16]. It is
noted that since the present analysis is based on the thermo-
diffusive model rather than slowly varying flame model employed
in Greenberg’s analysis, there are some difference between the
present results and Greenberg’s [12–16]. In the limit of infinite
large flame radius (i.e. Rf ?1), the present result reduces to that
for planar spray flame. Therefore, the present analysis is consistent
with previous studies in different limits (d = 0, Q = 0, or Rf ?1).
3. Results and discussion

This study is focused on examining the effects of finite-rate
droplet evaporation on spherical spray flame initiation and propa-
gation. In the following, the results of flame propagation speed,
Markstein length, and critical ignition condition at different values
of initial droplet load, vaporization Damköhler number, and Lewis
number are presented for both fuel-rich and fuel-lean cases. The
Zel’dovich number, Z = 10, and thermal expansion ratio, r = 0.15,
normalized boiling point of liquid fuel, Tv = 0.15, and normalized
latent heat of vaporization, qv = 0.1, are fixed (these values are
chosen for typical fuels according to Lefebvre [50]).

3.1. Spherical spray flame propagation

The flame kernel generated by ignition power deposition is
highly stretched; and its propagation speed depends strongly on
the Markstein length [37,48,49]. Therefore, understanding the
stretched flame propagation speed and Markstein length is crucial
for examining the critical ignition condition in spray combustion.
Here we first consider the freely propagating spherical spray flame
without ignition power deposition at the center (i.e. Q = 0 in
Eqs. (38) and (39)).

3.1.1. Stretched flame propagation speed
Figure 3 shows the flame propagation speed, U, and flame tem-

perature, Tf, as a function of flame radius, Rf, for different values of
droplet load, d, and vaporization Damköhler number, Da. The
results are plotted for Rf in the range of 0–1000. Nevertheless,
the theoretical analysis works not only for 0 < Rf < 1000, but also
for Rf > 1000. It is observed the results are nearly independent of
flame radius when Rf is close to 1000, indicating that the results
for planar spray flame are approached. It is noted that practically
the 1-D spherical spray flame with very large flame radius cannot
be observed due to flame instability. Figure 3 shows that flame
speed of 1-D spherical spray flame is always lower than that in
the corresponding gaseous fuel-air mixture (i.e., U < 1). This is rea-
sonable since we consider the off-stoichiometric mixtures, which
remain to be fuel-lean or fuel-rich even after all the fuel droplets
are vaporized. In previous studies [11,30], the flame speed in a
spray was found to be higher than that in the corresponding gas-
eous fuel-air mixture. This was attributed to the wrinkling of the
flame by the droplets which increased the flame surface area and
promoted flame propagation [11,30]. Since the present theoretical
analysis only considers 1-D spherical spray flame, the effect of
flame instability on flame speed is not included and we always
have U < 1 for d > 0.

For the fuel-rich case, Fig. 3(a) indicates that both U and Tf

decrease with the initial droplet load, d, when Da is fixed. This is
due to the fact that droplet evaporation absorbs heat and thus
reduces the flame strength/temperature. The same trend was
observed in the theoretical studies considering infinite and finite
vaporization rate by Greenberg [12,14]. At the same value of d,
Fig. 3(a) shows that both U and Tf decrease with the increase of
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Fig. 3. Change of flame propagation speed U and flame temperature Tf with flame radius Rf: (a) fuel-rich case with LeO = 1.0; (b) fuel-lean case with LeF = 1.0.
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Da. This is reasonable since faster vaporization at larger Da induces
more latent heat of vaporization absorbed in the pre-flame zone.
Moreover, Fig. 3(a) indicates that the flame ball solution (i.e.,
U = 0 at Rf = 1) is not affected by the initial droplet load for fuel-rich
case.

For the fuel-lean case, Fig. 3(b) shows that both U and Tf also
decrease with the initial droplet load, d, when Da is fixed. It is
noted that the total fuel mass fraction (i.e., both fuel droplet and
fuel vapor) is fixed and thereby the local effective equivalence ratio
(defined based on the fuel vapor only) reduces with the increase of
droplet load for fuel-lean case. Consequently, the spherical spray
flame is weakened by droplet load through (1) heat absorption
for droplet evaporation and (2) reduction in local effective equiva-
lence ratio. At relative low vaporization rate with Da = 0.1, both U
and Tf decreases significantly with the increase of droplet load and
are much lower than the counterparts for fuel-rich case shown in
Fig. 3(a). Unlike the fuel-rich case, Fig. 3(b) shows both U and Tf

increase with Da for fuel-lean case. This is due to the fact that fas-
ter vaporization at lager Da increases the local effective equiva-
lence ratio (which dominates over the latent heat of vaporization
absorbed in the pre-flame zone) and thus makes the flame become
stronger.

Moreover, it is observed in Fig. 3(b) that with the increase of the
initial droplet load, a C-shaped solution curve appears and the crit-
ical flame radius RC (below which no solution exists) [49,51]
increases. In order to explain this observation in Fig. 3(b), the dis-
tributions of gaseous fuel and liquid fuel mass fractions and tem-
perature at LeF = 1 are plotted in Fig. 4. For purely gaseous flame
(d = 0), Fig. 4(a) shows that the characteristic thicknesses for heat
diffusion, DT, is equal to that for mass diffusion, DM. This is reason-
able since LeF = DT/DM [36]. However, for spray combustion (d > 0),
Fig. 4(b) and (c) show that DM, is smaller than DT, indicating that
the effective Lewis number is larger than unity. Therefore, for
fuel-lean case, the presence of fuel droplets significantly increases
the effective Lewis number, which results in the C-shaped U-Rf

solution curve shown in Fig. 3(b). This observation is consistent
with previous studies on purely gaseous spherical flame [37,49]
which show that C-shaped U-Rf curve is observed for mixture with
high Lewis number.
For the results discussed above, the Lewis number is fixed to be
unity. The dependence of droplets effect on the Lewis number of
oxygen (for fuel-rich case) or that of fuel (for fuel-lean case) is
demonstrated in Fig. 5. The results in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 3(a) indicate
that the influence of vaporization Damköhler number on spherical
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flame propagation speed depends strongly on the Lewis number
and flame radius. At Da = 0.1, the droplet evaporation (d changes
from 0 to 0.2) has little influence on flame propagation speed for
LeO = 0.5 while it obviously reduces the flame propagation speed
for LeO = 2.0. Moreover, Fig. 5(a) shows that when Da is increased
from 1.0 to 100, the flame speed for 0.1 < Rf < 2 and LeO = 0.5 is
reduced while that for Rf > 2 and LeO = 0.5 and LeO = 2.0 remains
unchanged.

In order to explain the observations for the fuel-rich case in
Figs. 3(a) and 5(a), we examine the amount of evaporation in the
pre-flame zone defined as f1 = Yd(Rv) � Yd(Rf) and that in post-flame
zone defined as f2 = Yd(Rf) � Yd(0). The total evaporation amount is
f = f1 + f2. The results for LeO = 0.5 are shown in Fig. 6. Evaporation
in the pre-flame zone, f1, reduces the temperature of the pre-mix-
ture due to the latent heat for vaporization. Therefore, it directly
reduces the flame temperature and flame speed. On the other
hand, evaporation in the post-flame zone (i.e. f2) results in heat flux
from the flame front to the post flame zone and thereby indirectly
weakens the flame. As a result, the flame propagation is mainly
affected by evaporation in the pre-flame zone. Figure 6(a) shows
that most of the droplets vaporize in the post-flame zone for
Da = 0.1. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 5(a) for LeO = 0.5, the flame
propagation speed is nearly unaffected by droplet evaporation at
Da = 0.1. With the increase of Da, Fig. 6(b) and (c) indicates that
more droplets are evaporated into fuel vapor in the pre-flame zone
(the droplets are completely evaporated in the preheat zone when
Da = 100). When the value of Da is increased (from 1.0 to 10 or
100) and the flame radius is small (0.1 < Rf < 2), Fig. 6(b) and (c)
shows that the amount of evaporation in the pre-flame zone
increases greatly. Therefore, the flame propagation speed is
reduced as shown in Fig. 5(a). Similar analysis also works for
LeO = 2.0.

Unlike the fuel-rich case, Fig. 5(b) shows that for the fuel-lean
case, the difference between purely gaseous flame (d = 0) and spray
flame (d = 0.2) becomes more significant at lower Lewis number
(e.g. LeF = 0.5) and smaller flame radius. Moreover, the influence
of vaporization Damköhler number on flame propagation speed
is shown to increase with the fuel Lewis number and it is much
stronger than that in the fuel-rich case. This is because at higher
Lewis number, the positively stretched flame becomes weaker
and thereby the change in local effective equivalence ratio by fuel
vaporization rate (depends on Da) has stronger influence for fuel-
lean case. According to the results in Figs. 3 and 5, the influence
of initial droplet load and vaporization Damköhler number on
spherical spray flame propagation depends on the Lewis number
of oxygen (for fuel-rich case) or fuel (for fuel-lean case).

As mentioned in Section 1, heterogeneous combustion
mode occurs when the surviving droplets (due to finite-rate
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vaporization) pass through the reaction layer in fuel-lean case (for
which there is oxygen available in the post-flame zone). Droplet
burning in the post-flame zone is essentially controlled by droplet
evaporation rate at which fuel vapor is produced to sustain the
diffusion flame surrounding each droplet. The temperature distri-
bution in Fig. 4 shows that droplet burning in the post-flame zone
results in gradual temperature rise. The effects of droplet burning
on flame propagation speed are demonstrated in Fig. 7. The flame
propagation speed is shown to be only slightly under-predicted if
the droplet burning in the post-flame zone is neglected. Moreover,
this under-prediction is show to increase with flame radius. This is
because the length of post-flame zone is equal to the flame radius
and more droplet burning occurs at larger flame radius.
3.1.2. Markstein length
Up to this point, the effects of droplet evaporation on the

propagation speed of the spherical spray flame have been exam-
ined. In the following we investigate another important parameter,
Markstein length, L, which characterizes the variation in the local
flame speed due to the influence of external stretching [36].

Figure 8 shows the flame propagation speed as a function of
stretch rate (which is K = 2U/R for outwardly propagating spherical
flame). It is observed that the U–K curve is much more greatly
affected by droplet evaporation for fuel-lean case than for fuel-rich
case. There exists a maximum stretch rate beyond which no
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Fig. 8. Flame propagating speed U as a function of stretch rate K: (a
propagating spherical flame exists. This maximum stretch rate is
called as the extinction stretch rate for spherical flame propagation
[40,52]. As shown in Fig. 8, droplet evaporation reduces the extinc-
tion stretch rate, especially for the fuel-lean case. This is reasonable
since the effective Lewis number for the fuel-lean case increases
greatly with droplet load and the extinction stretch rate decreases
with the Lewis number [40]. Moreover, Fig. 8 indicates linear
change between U and K at low stretch rate. Therefore, similar to
the purely gaseous flame, the Markstein length of the spray flame,
L, can also be obtained from the linear extrapolation according to
U ¼ U0 � L � K , where U0 is the flame speed at zero stretch rate
(i.e. for planar flame at Rf ?1).

Figure 9 demonstrates that the Markstein length is affected by
the initial droplet load and vaporization Damköhler number. For
fuel-rich case, Fig. 9(a) shows that the negative Markstein length
at LeO < 1.0 becomes smaller at larger value of droplet load or
vaporization Damköhler number; while the positive Markstein
length at LeO > 1.0 increases with d or Da. Therefore, the absolute
value of Markstein length is enlarged by droplet evaporation, indi-
cating that the influence of external stretching becomes stronger
when droplet evaporation is considered (i.e., spray flame is more
sensitive to flame stretch than gaseous flame). This is due to the
fact that latent heat of vaporization absorbed in the pre-flame zone
makes the flame weaker and weaker flame is more sensitive to
stretch rate [36]. The influence of droplet evaporation is similar
to that of radiative loss which also weakens the flame and
increases the absolute value of Markstein length [39]. Furthermore,
Fig. 9 shows that the influence of droplet evaporation on Markstein
length depends on the Lewis number: it is negligible for mixtures
with Lewis number close to unity and only important for mixtures
with Lewis number appreciably different from unity. Similar
behavior was also observed for the influence of radiative loss on
Markstein length [39].

Unlike the fuel-rich case, Fig. 9(b) shows that the Markstein
length in the fuel-lean case with Da = 1.0 increase greatly with
the initial droplet load. This is because larger droplet load results
in higher effective Lewis number. At fixed initial droplet load of
d = 0.2, the Markstein length is affected by vaporization Damköhler
number in the same trend for fuel-lean and fuel-rich cases. Com-
pared to the fuel-rich case, the influence of droplet evaporation
on Markstein length becomes much stronger for fuel-lean case.

The above discussion shows that droplet evaporation has
different influence on Markstein length for fuel-rich and fuel-lean
cases and the influence depends on Lewis number. Since ignition
strongly depends on the Markstein length [37,49], it is expected
that the critical ignition condition is also affected by droplet
evaporation. This is demonstrated in the following subsection.
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Fig. 9. Markstein length as a function of Lewis number for fuel-rich (a) and fuel-lean (b) cases.
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3.2. Spherical spray flame initiation

With the help of Eqs. (38) and (39), we examine the influence of
droplet evaporation on the ignition kernel development and criti-
cal ignition condition.

The spherical flame propagation speed as a function of flame
radius at different ignition powers is shown in Fig. 10 for the
fuel-rich case. The results for purely gaseous flame (d = 0) are the
same as those in [37,49] and they are presented here for compar-
ison with spherical spray flame (d = 0.2). Figure 10(a) compares
the results without and with the droplet evaporation (d = 0 and
d = 0.2) at LeO = 1.0. When there is no ignition power deposition
at the center (i.e. Q = 0), the results are the same as those in
Fig. 3(a) and the outwardly propagating spherical flame only exists
when the flame radius is larger than the flame ball radius. When a
small external power is deposited at the center (lines 2 in
Fig. 10(a)), there exists two branches of solutions: the original trav-
eling flame branch on the right and a new ignition kernel branch
on the left. Once the external power is larger than the minimum
ignition power, QC, the left ignition kernel branch merges with
the right traveling flame branch, resulting in a new upper branch
along which successful ignition can be achieved. For d = 0, the min-
imum ignition power is QC = 0.0624; and for d = 0.2, it becomes
QC = 0.063. Therefore, for LeO = 1.0, the critical ignition power only
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slightly increases (about 1%) when the droplet load is changed
from d = 0 to d = 0.2. This is due to the facts that for LeO = 1.0, both
the critical flame radius (flame ball radius) (see Fig. 3a) and the
Markstein length (see Fig. 9a) are almost unaffected by droplet
evaporation for LeO = 1.0.

For LeO = 2.0, Fig. 10(b) shows that a C-shaped U-R branch (line
1) is observed for Q = 0. When the ignition power is introduced
(lines 2 and 3 in Fig. 10(b)), an ignition-kernel branch appears on
the left with a turning point corresponding to the maximum possi-
ble flame radius. Again, successful ignition is achieved once the left
and right U-R branches merge with each other, which occurs for
Q > QC. Comparison between the purely gaseous flame and the
spray flame indicates that droplet evaporation does not qualita-
tively affect the ignition process. However, unlike the case of
LeO = 1.0, both the critical flame radius (see Fig. 5a) and the Mark-
stein length (see Fig. 9a) are enlarged by droplet evaporation for
LeO = 2.0. Consequently, for LeO = 2.0 the minimum ignition power
increases by 4.0% when the droplet load is changed from d = 0 to
d = 0.2.

Similar results are shown in Fig. 11 for the fuel-lean case (the
results for purely gaseous flame with d = 0 is the same as those
for the fuel-rich case, as shown in Fig. 10). Compared to the fuel-
rich case, droplet evaporation has much stronger influence on
the ignition for fuel-lean case: the minimum ignition power
increases by 188% (=0.18/0.0624-1) for LeF = 1.0 and by 146%
(=4.75/1.932-1) for LeF = 2.0 when the droplet load is changed
from d = 0 to d = 0.2. This is due to the facts that the flame
propagation speed is greatly reduced by droplet load and that both
the critical flame radius and the Markstein length increase when
droplets vaporization are taken into account (see Figs. 3b, 5b
and 9b). All these changes make the ignition becomes more
difficult [49].

Figure 12 illustrates the dependence of the minimum ignition
power on Lewis number at different values of initial droplet load
and vaporization Damköhler number. For both gaseous (d = 0)
and spray (d > 0) flames, the minimum ignition power always
monotonically increase with Lewis number. This is due to the fact
that for the highly positively-stretched spherical ignition kernel,
the increase in Lewis number reduces the flame propagation speed
and thus hinders the ignition process [37,48,49]. For the fuel-rich
case, Fig. 12(a) shows that the minimum ignition power is slightly
affected by droplet load only when the Lewis number is above 1.5.
The maximum relative change in Qc occurs at largest Lewis number
and it is 12.5% for d = 0.4 and LeO = 2.5. Moreover, Fig. 12(a) also
indicates that Qc increases with vaporization Damköhler number
and the increment is negligible for the larger Da. This is because
the ignition kernel has high flame temperature and thereby very
broad vaporization zone, which makes the droplet completely
evaporated in the pre-flame zone even for small Da (i.e., low
vaporization rate).
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For the fuel-lean case, Fig. 12(b) shows that the minimum igni-
tion power increases significantly with droplet load, especially at
large Lewis number. Therefore, for hydrocarbon fuels with large
Lewis number, the lean spray flame is much more difficult to be
successfully ignited compare to the equivalent purely gaseous
flame. Since the high-altitude relight occurs at fuel-lean case and
Lewis number of jet fuel is large, much more ignition power should
be deposited to successfully initialize the spray flame. Moreover,
similar to the fuel-rich case, Fig. 12(b) indicates that for fuel-lean
case the vaporization Damköhler number also has much smaller
influence on the minimum ignition power than the initial droplet
load.

4. Conclusions

A simplified theoretical model for spherical spray flame initia-
tion and propagation is analyzed in this study. Fuel-rich and fuel-
lean mixtures containing fuel droplet with finite-rate evaporation,
fuel vapor, and air are considered and quasi-steady spherical flame
propagation is assumed. Large-activation-energy asymptotic anal-
ysis is conducted and analytical correlations describing spherical
spray flame initiation and propagation at different vaporization
parameters, Lewis numbers, and ignition powers are derived.
Based on these correlations, the effects of droplet evaporation on
spherical spray flame propagation speed, Markstein length, and
minimum ignition power are assessed. The main conclusions are:

1. For the fuel-rich case, the spherical spray flame is affected by
droplet evaporation only through latent heat of vaporization
absorbed in the pre-flame and post-flame zones. Therefore,
the spherical spray flame propagation speed decreases with
both initial droplet load and vaporization Damköhler number.
Unlike the flame propagation speed, the absolute value of Mark-
stein length increases with initial droplet load and vaporization
Damköhler number, indicating that spray flame is more sensi-
tive to external stretching than purely gaseous flame. For the
ignition process, droplet evaporation does not qualitatively
affect the ignition kernel development. The minimum ignition
power is slightly affected (below 12.5% for d 6 0.4) by droplet
load and the influence depends on the Lewis number. Further-
more, the Damköhler number has little influence on the mini-
mum ignition power since the high flame temperature of
ignition kernel ensures complete evaporation in the preheat
zone.

2. For the fuel-lean case, the spherical spray flame is affected by
droplet evaporation through (1) latent heat of vaporization
absorbed in the pre-flame and post-flame zones and (2) change
in local effective equivalence ratio. Therefore, the flame propa-
gation speed decreases greatly with initial droplet load and
increases with vaporization Damköhler number. The flame
propagation speed is only slightly under-predicted if the drop-
let burning in the post-flame zone is neglected. The presence
of fuel droplets significantly increases the effective Lewis num-
ber, which causes great increase in the Markstein length and
minimum ignition power. The minimum ignition power can
be increased by more than 100% for d = 0.2 and LeF > 1.5. It is
very difficult to successfully ignite lean spray flame for hydro-
carbon fuels with large Lewis number.

It is noted that the present analysis is based on the assumptions
of one-step irreversible reaction with large activation energy,
thermal-diffusive approximation with constant density, and
quasi-mono-disperse model for the spray. Moreover, the droplets
are viewed from a far-field vantage point (i.e., in the dilute spray
region and droplets very small) and are considered to be dilute
(i.e., its volume fraction is relatively small). Therefore, the above
conclusions only hold for fast chemistry with low heat release
and dilute droplets with low droplet load. Besides, the detailed
heat transfer between droplet and gas phase is not considered
and the viscosity of the liquid and interactions among the droplets
are neglected. Numerical simulations need to be conducted so that
less severe assumptions can be made and quantitative information
can be provided for the ignition and propagation of premixed
spherical spray flame.
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